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The calendar effect of stock return has significant effects on the Theory of Mar-
ket Efficiency. However, whether there is calendar effect like the day-of-the-week
effect or the holiday effect in Chinese stock market is still an open question. In this
paper, I point out the limitations of the existing literatures, and for the first time
examine the day-of-the-week effect and the holiday effect from the perspective of
expectations.
I adopt the model-free inequality test method to analyze the expected the day-
of-the-week effect and the expected holiday effect in Shanghai and Shenzhen stock
markets. The empirical study shows that the lowest stock return is most likely ap-
pear on Tuesday in Shanghai stock market while in Shenzhen stock market, there
doesn’t exists any expected the day-of-the-week effect. There is only expected
pre-traditional holiday effect in Shanghai stock market while there is expected s-
tatutory holiday and traditional holiday effect in Shenzhen stock market. Besides,
the results also suggest that the expected holiday effect has different characteristic-
s for different holidays. Specifically, there exists the expected traditional holiday
effect but not statutory holiday effect in Shanghai stock market while there exists
the expected statutory holiday and traditional holiday effect in Shenzhen stock mar-
ket. Furthermore, the Labor Day is the only holiday that has significant expected
holiday effect in Shanghai stock market. However, in Shenzhen stock market, the
Spring Festival, the Labor Day, the Lantern Festival and the Mid-Autumn Festival
are all have significant expected holiday effect. I also prove that the expected holi-
day effect is not caused by the closed market during the holidays.
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Jones Industrial Index）以及标普综合指数（Standard & Poor’s Composite Index）的
分析，随后该研究被拓展到美国期货、债券等金融市场上。例如，Rozeff和Kinney
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